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Questions of (re)production and legitimation: a
second screening of three ®lms on teacher±student
relations
TREVOR GALE and KATHLEEN DENSMORE
This study considers three Hollywood ®lms that take, as their subject, a teacher-hero
confronted with a `problem’ group of students and, as their narrative, the rehabili-
tation of these students and the resolution of their problems. Employing a Bour-
dieuian analysis, we attempt a second screening of these ®lms on two levels: ®rst, by
stepping inside these celluloid classrooms, so to speak, and narrating a di erent text,
one that is spoken from the position of students and which challenges each ®lm’s
portrayal of good people achieving ®ne things; and secondly, by screening for gaps in
their accounts of schooling, exposing their limited frames of reference and their
legitimacy to speak on behalf of authentic classrooms. The ®rst of these projects is
undertaken as a way of challenging teachers and interested others to be wary of
uncritical readings of popular images of teaching, whereas the second provides a
beginning from which to consider how teachers’ pedagogy and school curricula can be
informed by a radical democratic view of educationÐhow teachers might embrace the
foreign.
Gee (1990: 153) de®nes critical literacy by referring to what he calls
`secondary discourses’, that is `meta-languages’ of critique. This second-
order analysis is what Green (1998: 177) refers to as ways of critically
reading `the ®gure of the Teacher, as a central term’ to reveal whose
interests are served by popular and normative pedagogical relations within
classrooms and curricular designs that (narrowly) order interactions from
teacher to student. As a way of addressing these popular accounts, we
consider the teacher±student relations within three Hollywood ®lms:
Dangerous Minds [DM] (Smith 1995), Kindergarten Cop [KC] (Reitman
1990) and Dead Poets Society [DPS] (Weir 1989). According to Giroux
(1997: 300±301), ®lms of this kind (and other electronic media) have
become:
powerful pedagogical forces, veritable teaching machines in shaping the
social imaginations of students [and teachers] in terms of how they view
themselves, others, and the larger society.
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It is this `viewing’ that we question, creating space for a review of class-
room practices and for the possibility for these practices to be re(in)formed
by a radical democratic politics.
In undertaking this second `screening’Ðand adapting Connell’s (1995:
73±74) `three-fold model of the structure of gender, distinguishing relations
of (a) power, (b) production and (c) cathexis (emotional attachment)’Ðwe
take the (epistemological) standpoint of students to re¯ect on how these
®lms depict:
. who they are and who teachers tell them they are;
. who does what and who decides what to do; and
. how they feel about it and how they are told to feel about it.
These three levels of interest are related to the discourses mobilized by
three `on-screen’ teachersÐLouanne Johnson (DM), John Kimble (KC),
and John Keating (DPS)Ðdiscourses that are variously employed to
control the minds, bodies and emotions of their students. Preceding this
analysis, and providing points for comparison, we foreground the con-
ditions for advancing a radical democratic education for students. We
also outline several of Bourdieu’s tools of analysis that provide a language
with which to narrate a di erent reading of these ®lms. We conclude by
considering what is missing from these celluloid classroomsÐthat is, what
they `forget’ about authentic classroomsÐand, therefore, what needs to be
re-inserted into discussions about how classrooms should be characterized.
(Re)positioning students and analysing their interrelations
In advocating a radical democratic (re)organization of classrooms, we take
`democratic’ to mean the involvement of the governed in their own
governance, and `radical’ as an intensi®er rather than a modi®er, pointing
to root meanings, and as action orientated (Lummis 1996: 24±26). These
understandings have resonance with Connell’s three-fold model of power
relations (referred to above) and are also evident within the work of Young
(1990), Fraser (1995) and others. Drawing on these sources, we see a radical
democratic schooling informed by at least three conditions: contexts of
respect in which students are involved in naming their own identities;
learning environments that foster students’ self-development and self-
expression; and opportunities for student participation and for their inter-
ests to be represented in determinations likely to a ect them directly.
In many respects, they are overlapping conditions that provide di erent
ways of reviewing classrooms and their activities. This re-view is taken up
herein, ®rst in relation to the ®lms under analysis, but also in terms of
thinking again about what classrooms should be like.
To elaborate on the latter, procuring respect for students’ self-identities
as a ®rst condition requires classrooms to be informed by discourses that
assign positive values to students’ various dispositions and to their related
cultural capitals (Bourdieu 1997: 48, 56n5). That is, students’ `outside
worlds’Ðtheir ways of understanding and experiencing the worldÐshould
be encouraged into classrooms and should inform their activities, as a way
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of displacing the homogeneity of their traditional organizations. Secondly,
creating space and respect for a range of student dispositions necessarily
requires space for their expression and for dialogue amongst students. This
allows for di erent stories to be told about the world and how to experience
it, and for these stories to be variously taken up and pursued by students.
Such self-development speaks of a third condition, that of involving
students in determinations that a ect their interests. Of course, there are
material and institutional constraints on the extent of this involvement, just
as there are on teachers’ own lives and actions. Nevertheless, participation
of this kind needs to entail more than a simple student presence, and
determinations need to represent students’ collective interests, not simply
those of the dominant.
In pursuing an evaluation of classrooms informed by these conditions,
we employ what Bourdieu and Wacquant (1992: 104) refer to as a `®eld
analysis’ that `involves three necessary and internally connected moments’.
The ®rst of these analytical moments draws attention to relations between a
particular ®eld and broader `®eld[s] of power’ (p. 104). We particularly
explore how classrooms, as a ®eld, are related to and connected with
powerful discourses that discriminate between individuals on the basis of
their race, class and gender. A second level of analysis maps the `®eld of
positions’. Positions legitimated in classrooms are commonly referred to as
`teacher’ and `student’, but their mapping also involves identifying what
interrelations are legitimated by these positions. Bourdieu and Wacquant’s
third level of analysis involves the `®eld of stances’ (p. 105). Here, we
examine individual teachers’ and students’ practices and expressions or the
stances they take within classrooms; in Bourdieu’s terms, their `habitus’
and `dispositions’.
There are at least two methodological issues that we want to draw to the
reader’s attention before returning to Bourdieu’s analytic tools of capital,
habitus, and dispositions. Like Bourdieu, we do not see his three aspects of
®eld analysisÐof power, positions, and stancesÐas inseparable in the
analysis of any one general ®eld. They are better understood as di erent
facets of what constitutes a ®eld. One discursive moment might provide
evidence of power, positions and stances or, as Bourdieu and Wacquant
(1992: 105) explain, di erent `translations of the same sentence’ even
though `the space of positions tends to command the space of position-
takings’. Secondly, Bourdieu and Wacquant suggest that `to think in terms
of ®eld is to think relationally’ (p. 96; emphasis in original). There is more
to this way of thinking than simply focusing on individuals’ intersubjective
actions (including their discursive practices), which limits analysis to what
is detectable through the senses and, according to Bourdieu and Wacquant,
`reduce[s] the e ect of the environment to the e ect of direct action as
actualized during an interaction’ (p. 97). To think in terms of ®eld is to
identify the objective relations that the interactions between individuals
imply and to contemplate the determinations that ®eld relations impose on
individual position holders.
Bourdieu pursues such thinking about ®elds by conceiving of three
forms of capital (economic, cultural, and social) and relating these to one’s
habitus and disposition. According to Bourdieu (1997), cultural capital
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represents an individual’s stored or accumulated `wealth of knowledge’ that
can be drawn upon to produce more of this wealth; that is, knowledge of the
world and how to engage with it, or what Lankshear et al. (1997: 72) refer
to as `knowledge about . . . [and] knowing how’. Under certain conditions,
cultural capital can be exchanged for economic capital (and then for money
and goods)Ðhence its valueÐas can social capital, which is no less e ective
but often less visible to the observer. This is because social capital is related
to and constituted by an individual’s accumulated networks of mutual
acquaintances (individuals who possess cultural capital of often similar
quality and quantity). Thus, the value of one’s social capital is related to the
aggregate value of the cultural capital of one’s networks, which, as
Bourdieu (1997: 51) comments, can have a `multiplier e ect on the capital
[she or] he possesses’.
However, not all cultural capital is highly valued. In particular, the
knowledge of dominant groups, the ways in which they see and experience
the world, tends to be exclusively and positively valued in society’s
institutions, such as schools, whereas that of `marginal’ groups is often
allocated a negative value, even though such capital might be regarded as
important in relationships internal to those groups (Bourdieu 1997: 56n5).
What makes these social arrangements even more discriminatory is that the
cultural capital of the dominant is acquired through labouring within its
midst and over extended periods of time, yet neither of these modes of
acquisition is readily available to subordinate groups. Their access is
frequently limited to time at schools of suspect quality and constrained
by comparatively lower quantities of economic capital that cannot sustain
individuals over long periods of time away from pressing economic
necessities (p. 49). It is in these senses that Bourdieu refers to `capital (or
power, which amounts to the same thing)’ (p. 47).
When a particular cultural capital becomes an integral part of a person’s
identity, to the extent that she or he takes on its character, Bourdieu refers
to an individual’s habitus. Social and cultural capital both contribute to the
character of this habitus, which itself can become metonymic; that is,
individuals become representative of a particular cultural or social capitalÐ
teachers can be representative of schooling systems, for exampleÐto
the extent that they are seen to `speak’ on behalf of particular capitals.
Individuals also hold dispositions or long-lasting inclinations, tendencies
and propensities to act in certain ways. In e ect, one’s disposition is an
`arrangement’ (from the Latin, dispositio) of one’s self; an internal control
mechanism over mind, body and emotions that comes into e ect at the
point of action. Thus, in employing a Bourdieuian analysis of three ®lms,
we seek to identify the dispositions that teachers and students exhibit, the
habitus that informs these dispositions, and the capitals they represent.
These tools of analysis suggest that the objective structure of relations
within each of the `on-screen’ classrooms belowÐin Bourdieu and
Wacquant’s terms (1992: 105), `the cumulative product of its particular
history’Ðis concerned with instructional pedagogies; speci®cally, teachers
instruct and students heed their instruction. Green (1998: 177) has
described these relations in terms of activity and passivity, in which `the
teacher’s active, directive role in the classroom economy . . . [is] contrasted
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with the student’s role, which is characteristically passive and reactive’.
When the logic of these relations is sustained teachers are seen to be `in
control’, but when they are challenged or abandoned students are regarded
as `out of control’. The struggle over the legitimacy of these relations
informs the narratives of the ®lms in question in at least three signi®cant
ways. Each teacher, new to the school, is presented with a classroom that is
`out of control’ in one sense or another. At one level this is less true of DPS,
although, as we explain below, it is the emotional dispositions that students
have learned in other classes (socio-economic and educational) that resist
the logic of John Keating’s poetry classroom and render it in need of
instruction. Each teacher is also monitored by the school’s administration,
which seeks to maintain established teacher±student relations of instruc-
tion. Also, each teacher seeks resolution of the `problem’ through innova-
tive means, often because of his or her limited socialization into shared
understandings of conventional teacher practices. In the case of DPS,
however, they are practices that are understood but not always shared. Yet,
as we illustrate below, the underlying and traditional structure of relations
in these classrooms remain largely unchallenged.
What follows is an analysis of this pedagogical politics of classrooms as
it is expressed in three sub-®elds within the USA: the `Academy’ of
Parkmont High School, located in an inner city area of California (DM);
the Kindergarten class of Astoria Elementary School, near Portland,
Oregon (KC); and Welton Academy, a private college in Vermont
(DPS). Although these are ®ctitious classroomsÐthe inventions of Holly-
woodÐwe think they represent the normative view of teacher±student
relations in Western societies, particularly those views espoused by con-
temporary and dominant `restoration’ politics that exert considerable
in¯uence among teachers, students, administrators, and parents. In
particular, these ®lms convey the assumption that individual teachers can
overcome nearly all obstacles to learning, even those originating outside the
classroom. For these reasons, and others we highlight below, this perspec-
tive merits analysis and challenge. We begin by focusing on how one on-
screen classroom teacher instructs her students to think about themselves
and their world. This is followed by analyses of two Hollywood classrooms
that respectively inform student bodies and emotions.
Who students are and who teachers tell them they are
The emancipatory narrative in DM is familiar enough in Hollywood ®lms
of `troubled’ classrooms in which the teacher-hero embarks on a project of
`connecting’ with his or her students, notwithstanding a few teething
problems. Such teachers appear intent on generating greater freedoms in
(or `acceptance of’) classroom relations and, potentially, freedoms in
relations experienced outside schooling. If its box-o ce success is any
guide, many are attracted to this seemingly emancipatory discourse. Super-
®cially, it is reminiscent of the work of teacher-activists like Paulo Freire
whose pedagogy was directed at empowering the poor, illiterate, socially
and politically disenfranchized peoples of Brazil and Chile. There is even
questions of (re)production and legitimation 605
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the hint of Latin America in DMÐseveral students are LatinoÐand
Michelle Pfei er, as beginning teacher Louanne Johnson, employs a cur-
riculum not strictly of the school establishment’s making (or liking).
But, the resemblance is, at best, shallow. Freire’s work was part of a
broader agenda for counter-hegemonic social movements, whereas John-
son’s agenda is promotion and advancement of individuals to escape
poverty through the system as it currently exists. Ownership of the
curriculum in Johnson’s classroom may have shifted away from the
traditions and authority of the school’s Board of Education, but her
`new’ parameters of curriculum development have not embraced her
students as co-designersÐable to contribute to understandings of what is
worth knowing. The culture to which this new curriculum appealsÐthe
1960s/1970s poetry of Bob DylanÐis clearly Johnson’s, not the students’.
In this apparent renegotiation of the curriculum, Johnson’s dominance in
relation to her students is retained; it is her cultural capital that is
legitimated and her authoritative position that is reinforced.
There are at least two aspects of this curriculum `take-over’ that can be
fruitfully explored through Bourdieu’s notion of cultural capital. First,
there is the issue about whose cultural capitalÐwhose knowledge of the
world and how to engage with itÐis valued. What is represented as a
radical move by Johnson, in reworking what Apple (1993) would refer to as
the `o cial knowledge’ of the Board of Education, in fact represents
retention of that knowledge and experiential base. Even if Johnson is not
in full agreement with members of this Board, her cultural capital is
accumulated through the same processes and from the same sources. The
curriculum to be learned in Johnson’s classroom remains that valued by
dominant social groups. Secondly, there is the issue of how this assigns
value to the habitus and dispositions of Johnson’s students. In this respect,
the `new’ curriculum is like the `old’, regarding other knowledges as
irrelevant. Johnson’s students are required to study the poetry of Bob
Dylan, not the lyrics of `hip-hop’ music that informs and re¯ects their lives,
despite the fact that the latter plays in the background during the opening
scenes.
The `game’Ðas Bourdieu (1997: 46) refers to the regularities of social
arrangementsÐmay have changed but the rules remain much the same,
despite the discourse that suggests otherwise. This is well appreciated by
one student who challenges the legitimacy of Johnson’s discursive logic,
given its ignorance with respect to broader ®elds of power. Incredulously,
he inquires: `Lady, why are you playing this game? We don’t have a choice.’
Granted, these are the lines of an actor playing the part of a student or,
more accurately, an actor voicing a screen writer’s reading of how students
from non-dominant groups see their social and economic positions and
challenge dominant ideologies. It is, perhaps, di cult to imagine such an
exchange in classrooms, but the script provides opportunities for this
counter-discourse to be `answered’, albeit narrowly, given the simplistic
individualism of Johnson’s response and its failure to consider the struc-
tural arrangements that constrain students. To the extent that the ®lm does
consider broader contexts, it relies on metonymy: the run-down housing
and neighbourhood crime become embodied in Johnson’s students.
606 t. gale and k. densmore
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Many of these issues ®nd expression around one pivotal scene in which
Johnson declares `there are no victims in this classroom’. Others might use
these words to inspire oppressed students to be proud of their culture, to
understand their situations as informed by existing social structures such as
social class, race, and gender, and to work collectively toward making civil
society more responsive to their needs. But, for Johnson, it seems that there
are no structural arrangements in societyÐat least not in `nice’ Western
societiesÐdesigned to ensure that groups of individuals have di erential
access to social and material goods on the basis of their social and physical
di erences. It is ironic, then, that Johnson’s classroom is characterized by
students of particular ethnic and socio-economic backgrounds who have
access to limited resources; ironic because such concentrations and restric-
tions suggest the very arrangements that Johnson’s comments deny.
Johnson prefers to explain these positional arrangements in terms of
choice rather than oppression. As she puts it:
There are a lot of people who live in your neighbourhood who choose not to
get on that bus [which would bring them to this school]. What do they choose
to do? They choose to go out and sell drugs. They choose to go out and kill
people. They choose to do a lot of other things but they choose not to get on
that bus. The people who choose to get on that busÐwhich are youÐare
people who are saying [in Bob Dylan’s words], `I will not carry myself down
to die. When I go to my grave my head will be high.’
But, the choices for individuals are clearly limited. Johnson’s students,
for the most part, do not have a choice whether to apply for law school or
medical school. They have been assigned to the `Academy’, a sub-school of
`problem’ classes within Parkmont High School, not a college-preparatory
programme. And, unlike Johnson who is able to pass up the invitation by
one of her students to `come and live in my neighbourhood for a week’,
most of her students are limited in their choices over where to live or, as
illustrated below, whether or not to attend school. It is because of these
constraints on their lives that they have di culty relating to the logic of
Johnson’s neo-liberal challenge: `Do you have a choice to get on that bus?’
Choice does not necessarily or universally empower individuals (as neo-
liberals claim), particularly those (such as in DM) whose resources are
inadequate to meet the costs of society’s bene®ts. E ectively, you cannot
choose what is not available nor what you do not have the (cultural) capital
to secure. A market model for the economy and society, in which choice is a
central plank, is empowering primarily for those (such as in DPS) with
su cient (cultural, social and economic) capital to purchase its most
desirable goods. By imploring her students to accept this ¯awed logic of
choice as freedom, Johnson reinforces their subordinate positions. Left
unchallenged are hierarchical societal arrangements that restrict access to
certain highly valued goods and undervalue or discount the resources
which her students do possess. For these students, Jameson’s (1991: 266)
description of ®nancial markets could equally apply to the logic of their
classroom:
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. . . as a concept [it] rarely has anything to do with choice or freedom, since
those are all determined for us in advance, whether we are talking about new
model cars, toys, or television programs: we select among those, no doubt,
but we can scarcely be said to have a say in actually choosing any of them.
This analogy of the market is also useful in highlighting signi®cant
aspects of Johnson’s pedagogy that relies on rewards such as chocolate bars,
excursions to amusement parks, and dinners at expensive restaurants. This
is juxtaposed beside her claim that: `learning is the prize. Knowing how to
read something and understand it is the prize. Knowing how to think is the
prize.’
The reality is, only certain kinds of learning and knowledge are prized,
rewarded or even recognized. A second reality is that schools are by no
means equal and play a signi®cant role in maintaining a highly strati®ed
society. There are two central and interrelated myths of dominant neo-
liberal ideology that de¯ect interest away from such realities: a belief in an
equality of opportunity and in just rewards for hard work. The short-
comings of such ideology and Johnson’s pedagogy are clearly evident when
they confront the structural realities of lived experiences. As noted,
Johnson’s students do not have access to opportunities a orded their
peers in other classrooms and schools, and nor are they likely to experience
similar rewards for their labour. These structural realities are clearly
acknowledged by one parent in her rejection of Johnson’s version of
empowerment:
Parent: My boys don’t go to your school no more and that’s going to be it.
Johnson: You took them out of school?
Parent: You’re damn right I did. I saw what they were bringing home: poetry
and shit; a waste of time. They got more important things to worry about.
Johnson: Don’t you think that ®nishing high school would be valuable for
their future?
Parent: That’s not in their future. I ain’t raising no doctors and lawyers here.
They got bills to pay. Why don’t you just get out of here. Go ®nd yourself
some other poor boys to save.
Having bills to pay is not an invention; it is real! Preparing students for
work, although viewed by many progressive and liberal educators as a
betrayal of the true purpose of education, is necessary for low-income
families. The neo-liberal discourse of choice has its defence against such
views: failure, like success, is framed as a matter of choice. This is a
marketized version of the classic `blame the victim’ rhetoric with which
critical theorists are familiar. For Johnson, if individuals are disempowered
it is because they choose to be, but for those who `buy into’ the `poor-boy-
makes-good’ ideology:
Johnson: Each new fact gives you another choice. Each new idea builds
another muscle. It’s those muscles that are going to make you really strong.
Those are your weapons and in this unsafe world I want to arm you.
Student: And that’s what these poems are supposed to do?
Johnson: Yeah. Hey, try it. You’re just sitting here anyway. Look, if at the
end of the term you’re not faster, stronger and smarter, you will have lost
nothing. But if you are, you’ll be that much tougher to knock down.
608 t. gale and k. densmore
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Nothing for poor, ethnic minorities to lose in a market economy of the
classroom? On the contrary, Johnson’s students have little to gain from
accepting the legitimacy of her cultural capital as an organizing logic for
their classroom. In Bourdieu’s (1997: 56n5) terms, Parkmont High Acad-
emy students, because of their limited accumulation of this capital, are
necessarily assigned `dispositions that are given a negative value in the
educational market’. This is starkly evident when consideration is given to
the position that Johnson herself inhabits and which she secures through
cultural-economic exchangesÐsuch as trading her quali®cations for
employmentÐthat serve to reinforce their positive value. Indeed, within
the Academy and its neighbourhood, Johnson’s cultural capital enjoys a
heightened value because of its scarcity. For Bourdieu, this is because:
the structure of the ®eld, i.e. the unequal distribution of capital, is the source
of the speci®c e ects of capital, i.e. the appropriation of pro®ts and the power
to impose the laws of functioning of the ®eld most favourable to capital and
its reproduction (p. 49).
But, it is Bourdieu’s notion of `the logic of transmission’ of cultural
capital that makes Johnson’s invitation so unattractive. Accumulating
cultural capital takes time. As Bourdieu (1997: 48) comments, `external
wealth converted into an integral part of the person, into a habitus, cannot
be transmitted instantaneously’; hence the imperative to start early and to
pursue its accumulation for as long as possible. Johnson’s students are
invited not only to begin this process from a negative disposition, they are
further handicapped by having `wasted time’ and, being so positioned, are
now required to make up for this while also forging ahead. Again, their
material conditions frustrate attempts to achieve such a remarkable `come-
back’, given Bourdieu’s (1997: 49±50) observation that:
the length of time for which a given individual can prolong his [sic]
acquisition process depends on the length of time for which his family can
provide him with the free time, i.e. time free from economic necessity.
Time in school is a luxury for many poor ethnic minority students.
Moreover, their accumulation of dominant forms of cultural capital is made
all the more di cult because of their limited access to sources other than
schools and, hence, to what Bourdieu (1997: 56n7) refers to as its `educative
e ect’. Whilst Johnson portrays the accumulation process in terms of
choiceÐsimilar to Bourdieu’s (p. 46) references to roulette or other
`simple games of chance o ering at every moment the possibility of a
miracle’Ðthe reality is of a highly structured process that favours those
who begin early and who are more exposed to the educative e ects of the
cultural capital of dominant groups.
Who decides what and who decides what to do
The problems of classroom control displayed in KC are for many begin-
ning teachers their worst nightmare. In the school psyche, to `lose control’
is often interpreted (even by students) as failure, with the physical behav-
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iour of students an obvious manifestation of a teacher’s skills in classroom
management. But, a classroom `out of control’ is not simply a matter of
student disobedience, even when teachers’ explicit instructions for the
movement and management of student bodies are ¯agrantly ignored.
Institutional imperatives for physical behaviour in classrooms are not
always highly valued by students who possess physical dispositionsÐ
bodily functions and behavioursÐthat are commensurate with their level
of maturation. As substitute teacher John Kimble (played by Arnold
Schwarzenegger) discovers, it is di cult for teachers to deny young
students leave from the classroom to attend to their toiletry needs when
the adverse consequences of doing so, for student and teacher, are likely to
outweigh the bene®ts. Crying is another supposed involuntary behavioural
response for which young students often ®nd sympathy, even when this is
recognized as the child’s intention. And play, generally regarded positively
and necessary for child development, can be noisy and disruptive and can
raise the ire of adults.
Although these expressions of the young body have a degree of
legitimacy in some ®elds, the work of the school and its teachers is often
directed at their renegotiation and/or at constraining their legitimacy to
more `appropriate’ times and placesÐduring recess and in playgrounds, for
example. That is, schools and teachers are actively involved in the socia-
lization of the young body into a particular institutional way of life. As
Shilling (1993: 21±22; emphasis in original) notes:
. . . schools are not just places which educate the minds of children, they are
also implicated in monitoring and shaping the bodies of young people . . . .
[O]ne has only to think of the attempts of teachers to get young children to
dress themselves `properly’, ask to go to the toilet in time for accidents to be
avoided, sit still and be quiet during lessons . . . to realize that the moving,
managed and disciplined body, and not just the speaking and listening body, is
central to the daily business of schooling.
`Shaping’ the student bodyÐalways an un®nished entityÐis a feature
of all levels of schooling, but can seem most transparent in the early years
when students are new to school, its values and its dictates of when, where
and how to stand, sit, arrive, leave, walk, run, ask, answer, eat, and
generally perform. Nevertheless, Bourdieu (1997: 54) observes that social
exchange of this kind `presupposes a much more subtle economy of time’
than the `economical transparency of economic exchange, in which equiva-
lents change hands in the same instant’. This is because `a social capital of
relationships (or social obligations) . . . cannot act instantaneously, at the
appropriate moment, unless they have been established and maintained for
a long time’. Not only are the institutional norms of schooling unfamiliar to
beginning students, so are the requirements of individual teachers.
According to Bourdieu (1978), acts of labour are required to turn bodies
into social entities, and the kindergarten class of Astoria Elementary School
is illustrative of such a construction site. As its makeshift teacher, Kimble is
unschooled in how to gain control over his students’ bodily dispositions and
is cautioned about underestimating their strength by one of his colleagues:
`kindergarten is like the ocean. You don’t want to turn your back on it.’ In a
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similar vein, Bourdieu (1997: 55) describes succession as `a critical moment
for all power’; its appropriation appearing arbitrary when strategies aimed
at securing it are elusive. These control problems are later addressed by
emphasizing Kimble’s physical capitalÐaccumulated through muscle-
building and strenuous physical activityÐand its transformation into
teacher authority. Throughout KC, particularly in its initial scenes,
much is made of Kimble’s physique. Single-handed, he dispenses with
the strongest of criminals and aggressively relates to his fellow police
o cers. His entry into the classroom is similarly physical. Juxtaposed
with the school’s principal, a woman small in stature, his `superior’
strength and size is also accentuated by the camera angles and the
reaction of his students at his introduction. It is this physical capital
that he draws on to reconstruct teacher±student relations in his new
environment:
. . . it’s [now] called `Police School’. I’m going to be your Sheri , you’re
going to be my Deputy Trainees. [Groan.] Come on, stop whining. You kids
are soft, you lack discipline. Well, I’ve got news for you. You are mine now.
You belong to me. [Oh.] You’re not going to have your mommies run behind
you any more and wipe your little tushes. Oh, no. It’s time now to turn this
mush into muscles. No more complaining: `Mr Kimble, I have to go to the
bathroom’. Nothing. There is no bathroom!
The strategy is not unlike that employed by Louanne Johnson in DM,
who adopts a stance associated with a previous military occupation to gain
physical ascendancy in classroom relations: `You’d make good marines. In
fact, from this moment each one of you is like an inductee.’
Bourdieu (1997: 55) suggests that this `reproduction strategy is at the
same time a legitimation strategy’; that is, the reproduction of control is
legitimated by `exploiting the convertibility of the types of capital’, in this
case, the conversion of physical capital into social capital. At the same time,
the arbitrariness of the transmission of entitlements associated with this
reproduction is disguised by these legitimation strategies.
For example, Kimble’s appeal to his physical prowess repositions him,
in Shilling’s (1993: 145) terms, as one of the `body experts . . . involved in
educating bodies and labelling as legitimate or deviant particular ways of
managing and experiencing our bodies’. Mobilizing this discourse enables
Kimble’s physical capital to be exchanged for more regimented teacher±
student relations and student bodies; there is no place for the bodily
distractions discussed above that, embodied in the `bathroom’, are now
banished from the classroom. Moreover, student bodies are no longer their
own. Under this new regime, Kimble’s students navigate a barrage of
physical activity: marching, jogging, squats, obstacle courses, star jumps,
neck rolls, see-saws, rope-climbing, hula-hoops, ®re-drills, sprints and sit-
upsÐat which `Zac [a male student in Kimble’s class] is [declared] the
winner’. The latter is revealing of the subtly gendered nature of Kimble’s
classroom activity; not exclusively so but nevertheless indicative of
Shilling’s (1993: 110±111) observation concerning:
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the greater encouragement boys usually receive in comparison with girls to
engage in strenuous physical exercise and `cults of physicality’, such as
football and weight training, which focus on the disciplined management
of the body and the occupation of space.
It is signi®cant, then, that the major challenge to Kimble’s `Police
School’, and its physical consequences for his `trainees’, comes from
Emma, a female student in Kimble’s class. Emma’s bodily disposition is
informed by a di erent discourse; one that is (potentially) more empower-
ing for her and often associated with young girls. The challenge unfolds in
response to Emma’s disregard for Kimble’s instruction to his new trainees:
Kimble: Emma! Emma! Bring your toy back to the carpet.
Emma: I’m not a policeman, I’m a princess.
Kimble: Take your toy back to the carpet.
Emma: I’m not a policeman, I’m a princess.
Kimble: Take it back!
Emma: All right.
The discipline of Kimble’s classroomÐhis `Police School’Ðdoes not allow
for and cannot accommodate the freedoms associated with being a princess.
Emma eventually succumbs to the insistence of Kimble’s instruction, but
not because it o ers an attractive alternative. In this case, control is
underwritten by both gender and physical strength and has consequences
for the body. It draws on Bourdieu’s (1997: 54) capital of `obligations’;
not `economism’, in which power is reducible to things economic, nor
`semiologism’, in which power is reducible to matters of communication.
How students feel about it and how they are told to feel
Like the training of their physical bodies, males are often lauded for their
control over their emotions, as are Whites and the upper classes of Western
societies. It is not surprising, then, that this particular interaction of
gender, race and social class in the private boys’ school of Welton
AcademyÐthe on-screen classroom in DPSÐshould address the construc-
tion of young men as `civilized bodies’ (Shilling 1993) adept at emotional
control. Schooling itself is central to the production of this defensive style
of `hegemonic masculinity’ (Connell 1995) with its tight control over
emotions. As Seidler (1989) explains, current constructions of masculinity
are informed by the elevation of abstract thought in Western academic
traditions. In tracing the greater demands placed on these matters from the
period of the Renaissance, Shilling (1993: 150±151) notes that:
there has been a shift in emotional and physical expression as a result of long-
term civilizing processes in the individual and society. To simplify, the
civilized body characteristic of modern Western societies . . . has the ability to
rationalize and exert a high degree of control over emotions, to monitor its
own actions and those of others, and to internalize a ®nely demarcated set of
rules about what constitutes appropriate behaviour in various situations.
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Such `civility’ in DPS is unmistakable. For example, teachers and
students are explicitly addressed in courteous terms, their surnames pre-
faced with the title `Mr’, a vain attempt at times to mask emotions that are
often betrayed by associated actions and/or tone of voice. But, for Robin
Williams, as Welton alumnus and incoming teacher John Keating, these
and other controls placed on his students by the Academy are indicative of
emotional restrictions that are, in a sense, `out of control’. In his view, the
school’s collective pedagogy has e ectively `deadened’ its students’ emo-
tions, much like the physical bodies of the poets they are required to study.
This is the issue for Keating: that the study of poetry has been divorced
from the emotions which produced it; a disengagement reinforced by their
poetry textbook, written by Pritchard, and its clinical rating-scale which
prefaces students’ poetry reading and acts to keep their emotions in check.
Bourdieu’s (1997: 53) distinction between two forms of social
capital delegationÐnamely, di use and institutionalized delegationÐ
aptly describes the respective positions held by Keating and Pritchard.
Both are members of a `subgroup [of delegates] . . . who may speak on
behalf of the whole group, represent the whole group, and exercise
authority in the name of the whole group’; albeit delimited by its purpose
of schooling students from and in the ways of the dominant. Institutiona-
lized as its o cial delegates and bearing the titles of academic and teacher,
Pritchard and Keating enjoy the concentration of the group’s social capital.
However, such concentration also allows the possibility for what Bourdieu
sees as its `embezzlement’ (p. 53), which, in the case of Welton Academy,
eventually leads to `expelling or excommunicating the embarrassing indi-
viduals’, namely Keating.
In Bourdieu’s (1997: 53) terms, Keating’s misappropriation of the
school’s social capital can be understood as `the internal competition for
monopoly of legitimate representation’ or, more accurately, as the internal
competition between institutionalized and di use delegations. Bourdieu
suggests that `di use delegation requires the great to step forward and
defend the collective honour when the honour of the weakest members is
threatened’ (p. 53). This is how Keating is positioned in relation to his
students and the school. In the imagery of the ®lm, he defends his students
against the emotional detachment of the Academy. In addressing this denial
of self, Keating intentionally stages his pedagogy to provoke an emotional
response. Breaking out of the school’s traditional mould of poetry peda-
gogy, Keating declares war against the prevailing academic wisdom:
Excrement. That’s what I think of Mr J. Evans Pritchard. We’re not laying
pipe, we’re talking about poetry . . . . Rip it out. Rip. Be gone J. Evans
Pritchard, PhD . . . this is a battle, a war, and the casualties could be your
hearts and souls . . . . Armies of academics going forward, measuring poetry.
No, we’ll not have that here . . . . In my class you will learn to think for
yourselves again. You will learn to savour words and language. No matter
what anybody tells you, words and ideas can change the world . . . . We don’t
read and write poetry because it’s cute. We read and write poetry because we
are members of the human race and the human race is ®lled with passion.
Medicine, law, business, engineering, these are noble pursuits and necessary
questions of (re)production and legitimation 613
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to sustain life, but poetry, beauty, romance, love, these are what we stay alive
for. To quote from Whitman, `. . . you are here . . . life exists . . . the powerful
play goes on and you may contribute a verse’. What will your verse be?
What is important to note here is Keating’s realignment of the school’s
curricula. Studies that lead to prestigious professionsÐthose his students
might fully expect to be destinedÐare repositioned as peripheral, no longer
the central subjects that students would expect to dominate eÂ lite educa-
tional institutions. These are to be displaced by and take their meaning
from poetry that is represented as the bearer of the very elements of life
itself, experienced through the savouring of words and language. There is
also an internal rearrangement of the poetry curriculum. Ownership is now
to reside in the hearts of students, not in the measured minds of remote
authorities whose practice, if not intent, is to suppress emotion and
independent thought. This is the distinction Kenway et al. (1996) make
between teachers’ therapeutic and authoritarian orientations to students’
emotional worlds. For Keating, adopting this therapeutic stance means that
emotion is to form the rationale for studying poetry, not its utility. As he
explains to his students, `Language is developed for one endeavour and that
is . . . Mr Perry? To communicate? No. To woo women!’
But, such explanation reveals a second and more subtle theme in
Keating’s language treatise which is far less radical and which reinforces
rather than challenges the utility of poetry that he attempts so passionately
to discredit. Fashioning language as an instrument for men to seduce
women not only constitutes a particular gendering of poetryÐinformed
by a `hegemonic masculinity’ (Connell 1995) which legitimates some
emotions and not othersÐit also `reduces’ the value of language and
emotion to the purposes they can advance. In the process, women are
objecti®ed; they too become `utilities’ or things to be tricked into serving
the interests of (young) men.
Keating continues his attack on what he portrays as the battle against
the establishment for his students’ hearts and minds:
Just when you think you know something, you have to look at it in another
way, even though it may seem silly or wrong you must try. When you read
don’t just consider what the author thinks, consider what you think. Boys,
you must strive to ®nd your own voices, but the longer you wait to begin the
less likely you are to ®nd it at all . . . . Most men lead lives of quiet
desperation. Don’t be resigned to that. Break out . . . . Dare to strike out
and ®nd new ground.
The emotional `revolution’ in DPS induced by Keating’s pedagogy is
perhaps not surprising, given its 1959 setting on the verge of 1960s’
social experimentations. But, as Wouters (in Shilling 1993: 169) explains,
the period is better understood as ushering in a `highly controlled decon-
trolling of emotions’. In a similar vein, it is also di cult to ignore the
dilemmas inherent in reconciling Keating’s imposed pedagogy and emo-
tionally `liberating’ curriculum. Emotional freedom, it seems, does not
come without its own constraints. Moreover, if his students are to take him
at his wordÐto beware the uncritical acceptance of authorityÐthey are
faced with the choice of rejecting Keating’s own voice and authorship of
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their dispositions. Bourdieu (1997: 53) refers to aspects of this dilemma as
`one of the paradoxes of delegation . . . that the mandated agent can exert on
(and, up to a point, against) the group the power which the group enables
him to concentrate’. At another level, the embezzlement of the social capital
entrusted to Keating is represented in the metonymy that links him to the
group. Keating’s students take on his passion for poetry and revive
Welton’s `Dead Poets Society’ of which he himself was a member as a
student. In a sense, he gives his personality to the group and its revival; he
is the group personi®ed. As Bourdieu would describe him, `it is by him, his
name . . . that the members of his group . . . are known and recognized’
(p. 53).
Still, it is important to acknowledge the role of the group and the ®lm in
ascribing this symbolic power to Keating. And this is probably the crucial
issue in DPS: Keating’s students do have a choice; their particular gender,
race and class relations are at work to ensure their disproportionate
accumulation of social, cultural and economic capital. The realities of
these social arrangements are not lost on students in DM, whose voices
echo in the distance, `Why are you playing this game? We don’t have a
choice.’ Indeed, these insights of Parkmont High School `Academy’
students belie Keating’s `critical’ understanding of the function of poetry
in Welton Academy and like institutions. Poetry, too, can lead to presti-
gious professions. Centralizing it within eÂ lite institutions and sharing the
ownership of its interpretation with elite students, does nothing to address
the structural inequalities of society.
Elsewhere, Ball (1994: 26) describes such arrangements as `®rst-order
(practice) e ects’ as a way of comparing them with `second-order [struc-
tural] e ects’ that bring real change. In this `®rst-order’ sense, it is not hard
for Welton students to `break out’ when the dangers of doing so are
minimized by the safety nets of wealth and position and when `breaking
out’ simply means the generational exchange of control from white-haired
masters to their younger counterparts. In Bourdieu’s (1997: 52) terms,
Keating may have provided an internal challenge to the `monopoly . . . of
exchanges’ that constitute the social capital of dominant groups, but this
hardly threatened `the limits of the group’. Nothing in this challenge to
Welton Academy addresses the social processes identi®ed by Bourdieu
`which bring together, in a seemingly fortuitous way, individuals as
homogeneous as possible in all the pertinent respects in terms of the
existence and persistence of the [dominant] group’ (p. 52).
Refocusing on authentic classrooms
What is missing from these accounts of classrooms? More pertinently, what
does their analysis have to o er a re-evaluation of pedagogy and curricula
for authentic classrooms? Drawing on Farber and Holm (1994) and on the
above discussion, we suggest that these ®lms `forget’ at least four matters
related to teacher±student relations, and that attention to these issues is a
necessary ®rst step in a radical democratic reorganization of classrooms and
their normative representations. The omissions we highlight in these ®lms
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and which have relevance for radical democratic schooling include: the
institutional realities of students’ lives; opportunities to challenge the
familiar and embrace the foreign; ambiguity and complexity; and the
`ordinary’ of teacher±student relations. Although these have points of
potential overlap, for analytical purposes we consider each of them in turn.
First, acting as a distraction from what is missing, the camera work of
these three ®lms tends to focus audience attention on individuals. The
audiences of these ®lms are confronted by the personal experiences of
Johnson, Kimble and Keating rather than the varying experiences of
teachers within schools. They are also introduced to particular students,
not students in particular; it is the lives of individuals that are represented
as important more than the life of being a student and/or how these student
lives di er from one group to another. This is particularly so in KC and
DPS, but it is also evident in the discourses of DM that emphasize
individual choices. Certainly, individuals are important in any reorganiz-
ation of classrooms, but to focus exclusively and narrowly on them is to
miss the point of their connectedness with other individuals and within
particular material and social contexts.
Hence, in DM, for example, it is easier to blame individual students for
their `bad’ choices than to recognize the institutional constraints on indi-
viduals that make some choices unavailable (for example, whether to attend
school) and that rework the value placed on other choices (for example,
whether studying poetry will lead to a suitable career). In DPS, too, the
out-of-frame realities are glossed over in a way that entices an audience to
forget that the deadening of emotions to which Keating’s students are
subjected, are mediated by their access to considerable amounts of the
`right’ sort of social, cultural and economic capital. This wider angle,
missing from the audience’s frame of reference, reveals that while these
students appear under an authoritarian rule, they are themselves being
groomed to inherit this authority. A radical democratic view of pedagogy
and curricula in authentic classrooms seeks to foreground this institutional
backdrop to teacher±student relations by proposing the conditions outlined
at the beginning of this paper. Each of these conditionsÐself-identity, self-
respect, self-development, self-expression, self-determination and so on
(Young 1990)Ðre-inserts institutional realities back onto the agenda,
creating spaces for individuals, but also relating them to others and to
speci®c contexts.
The ®rst of these conditions, in particular, draws attention to a second
absence within the on-screen classrooms we examine above; that is, the
treatment of the familiar and the foreign. Representations of teacher±
student relations have the potential, as Farber and Holm (1994: 168)
claim, to `deepen or transform our sense of that which we might otherwise
take for granted as part of the familiar, or challenge us to come to grips with
domains and perspectives that are foreign to us’. The three ®lms we
consider above fail to do either of these things. For example, early in KC
audiences might initially wonder where Kimble falls on the good/bad
continuum constructed by simplistic narratives, but they are soon assured
of his positive positioning and of the eventual fate of his opponents.
Similarly, in DM, although its scenes provide the potential for a fruitful
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exploration of `di erence’Ðwhat Farber and Holm (1994: 169) understand
as `the possibility of genuinely con¯icting views among reasonable and
sympathetically presented characters’Ða far more black-and-white char-
acterization is forthcoming. In short, what is familiar is presented as good
and relevant, and what is unknown, what is foreign to us, is presented as
either bad, irrelevant or unknowable. There is no space here to identify
oneself as reasonable and di erent, and there is no space to tell di erent
stories in a context of respect. By contrast, authentic classrooms informed
by a radical democratic politics require opportunities for students to
challenge the familiar and embrace the foreign, that is, to develop respect
for the `other’.
Thirdly, these three ®lms leave little room for the audience to stray
from the director’s interpretation of events, for di erent meanings to be
ascribed to activities and exchanges, and for dialogue over what might be
meant by what is screened. On the surface of this screeningÐits framing,
music, script, etc.Ðaudiences are led to believe that Kimble’s students are
happier and more content when they succumb to his authority; that
Keating’s teaching methods are not only more engaging than his counter-
parts but also `better’; and that even though Johnson lacks teaching
experience, this is adequately compensated by her `heart’ being in the
right place. There is no space to wonder, for example, whether there is
merit in the apparent chaos of Kimble’s initial encounters with his
kindergarten class; whether Keating’s poetic `exorcism’ of Todd, one of
his students, is ethical; or what Johnson stands to gain from fashioning her
students in particular ways. Ambiguity and complexity are unwelcome
visitors to these classrooms. As Farber and Holm (1994: 169) comment,
there is little `to work out a view on, mull over, or argue about’.
Radical democratic classrooms, however, welcome dialogue; indeed they
construct opportunities for it to occur as a central organizer of teacher±
student relations. In such organizations, di erence is recognized and
welcomed.
Fourthly, it is the exceptional that is screened in these ®lms, not the
ordinary. It is telling, for example, that all three on-screen teachers enter
these classrooms from outside the schooling system, and even in KC it is
this `distance’ from the system that is portrayed as critical in transforming
students. Ordinary teachers, it seems, are unable to approach the heights of
these exceptional individuals who are not teachers in the standard sense.
Kimble, for example, excels in training his kindergarten students in ways
that elude others teaching higher grades. Johnson, too, succeeds with her
students where her predecessors had failed and/or had abandoned them.
And the ®nal scene of DPS bears testament to the dramatic in¯uence
Keating wrought on his proteges, voiced in their declaration of allegianceÐ
`Captain, my Captain’Ðand their associated actions. In short, these ®lms
feed o incidents rarely observed in authentic classrooms and provide little
guidance for everyday teaching practice. By contrast, according to Tripp
(1993: 24±25):
The vast majority of critical incidents, however, are not at all dramatic or
obvious: they are mostly straightforward accounts of very commonplace
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events that occur in routine professional practice which are critical in the
rather di erent sense that they are indicative of underlying trends, motives
and structures.
The point here is that seemingly ordinary events can be more critical in
(re)organizing classrooms for radical democratic purposes when they are
seen in Tripp’s (1993: 25) terms as `an example of a category in a wider,
usually social, context’ rather than as isolated and, therefore, unimportant
incidents. Young (1990: 150) writes in this vein about the response margin-
alized people can receive when they highlight the discriminatory behaviour
embedded in the seemingly ordinary actions of others. The phrase, `Oh,
he didn’t mean anything by it’, becomes a way of backgrounding and
dismissing the institutional realities of social interactions. These are the
very matters, as ordinary as they might seem, that require our attention
in (re)organizing classrooms towards radical democratic ends. In this
(re)organization we are mindful of Young’s (1990: 151) distinction between
allocating blame and claiming responsibility for classroom relations:
Blame is . . . backward-looking . . . . [R]esponsibility . . . is forward-looking; it
asks the person `from here on out’ to submit such unconscious behaviour to
re¯ection, to work to change habits and attitudes.
Teachers bear such responsibilities towards their students; they and inter-
ested others are obligated to think again about the classroom relations they
establish and how these might be reworked to better serve their students’
interests.
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